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Solid-state lighting (SSL) is rapidly transforming 
the lighting industry, and the U.S. has been at 
the epicenter of SSL innovation. U.S.-based 
researchers and product developers have been 
instrumental in toppling cost and performance 
barriers, and in positioning SSL for rapid market 

growth. U.S. lighting manufacturers are well positioned to benefit from 
the SSL revolution, strengthening our country's position as a leader in 
the technology. From time to time, the Postings focus on SSL 
companies that manufacture in the U.S. This is not intended to endorse 
or promote any of the companies, but rather to motivate and inspire 
other U.S. companies to follow suit. The philosophy and activities you'll 
read about in these profiles are consistent with the recommendations 
set forth in the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) white paper 
"Prospects for U.S.-Based Manufacturing in the SSL Industry." 
   
Lumileds 
Lumileds develops and manufactures LEDs as well as automotive 
lighting products, and distributes them to customers in the U.S. and 
abroad. Of roughly 9,000 people employed by the company worldwide, 
nearly 700 are based in San Jose, CA, where most of the corporate 
functions are carried out as well as all of the LED R&D leadership and 
manufacturing of the epitaxy, including the substrate patterning process 
-- the high-value portion of the manufacturing process that defines the 
upper limit of LED performance. 
 
According to chief technology officer Jy Bhardwaj, the most important 
elements in driving the innovation at Lumileds are epitaxy, die, 
phosphor, packaging, optics, and electronic systems -- all of which are 
led out of San Jose. Epitaxy is one of the most proprietary technologies 
to the company -- which is one reason, Jy says, why Lumileds 
manufactures here in the U.S., where it's easier to protect intellectual 
property than it is overseas. Another advantage of manufacturing 
domestically, he adds, is that it provides access to a vast talent pool that 
draws from the best U.S. universities.  
 

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001MvH2H5IYhil2iB5xpinT779Ffd5Yw9vzjeUM_GywbwHp4KIatrjyRxAtC0nSpTtvtijCmJWdtFHi280V9OHccjtQApqbJDFEwsEj3hTVZGZNY-_x-hN2vB9dqtR0vYqq2_nqzfrQGUAeFS0KaS9_G0-f6SfTxRZYPij5CDMZztyKaePRVYWR8bZNR5Q5R0WLtA2uKj778bCNsYV2o8Vw4gBEZqrGf_xSA9rJ9JQWJ_gDqB9IC4dS6j-3eQ65yqcl&c=KmERaJyEvXmuN3P2Rpbw40jCdCFRjLnWj2k_t8QCtphKysgHk3cJ5g==&ch=G5YczCEMgqvJN68JgmEapQi_KqogTcsXeHrbCauwxLHP1GkspliLqA==


Jy sees the SSL industry moving from replacement lamps to dedicated 
LED luminaires, which is shifting the value toward the LED light engine. 
This means there's more value that a company like Lumileds can offer. 
Whereas manufacturers were previously constrained by legacy fixtures, 
now -- instead of costing down every possible component --  they can 
create a better system outcome with integrated designs. Moving to 
dedicated LED luminaires allows for more freedom to maximize the 
technology's full range of capabilities, enabling new designs and form 
factors as well as cost reductions in other parts of the luminaire, such as 
the optics and heat sinks. 
 
Jy notes that as these opportunities shift value toward the LED and light 
engine, high luminance and high efficacy are helping to reduce the rest 
of the overall system cost. In addition, Lumileds does extensive inline 
testing of its LEDs, so that it knows the entire process well and has a lot 
of parametric data on each LED produced, which can be programmed 
into a light engine during manufacturing. This means that instead of 
binning the LEDs, which loses the traceability of that parametric data 
and adds cost, the company has the ability to use the data based on the 
requirements of the application -- e.g., by enabling more-accurate color 
tuning and color consistency, and offering the potential to provide 
maintenance schedules based on the predicted L70 lifetime of a 
connected luminaire.   
 
Jy says cutting-edge applications such as connected lighting, 
horticultural lighting, and human-centric lighting will help manufacturers 
succeed in the general-illumination market -- not only by providing 
additional markets that generate economies of scale, but also by 
helping to drive the technology forward in terms of innovation and 
overall performance. He emphasizes the need for SSL manufacturers to 
move beyond existing lighting-system architecture to realize the next 
phase of adoption, which he feels will be driven by high-luminance 
LEDs and integrated light-engine technology.  
 
As the lighting market shifts to SSL technology, Lumileds is one of many 
companies that are helping to reinforce U.S. manufacturing and R&D 
leadership. This will not only help bring significant energy savings 
through more-efficient lighting products, but will benefit our economy by 
adding jobs at multiple levels of the supply chain.  
 
As always, if you have questions or comments, you can reach us at 
postings@akoyaonline.com. 
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